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ABSTRACT

This thesis looks to investigate the benefits of using a No Limit Texas Hold’em
poker strategy based on the economic concept of game theory versus an exploitative style
of play. The topic was chosen as the relevance of poker continues to grow amid the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic. Over the past decade, there has been an increased
reliance on computer-based simulations and outputs in real-life scenarios, poker included.
Game theory simulates and predicts the action of an opponent and chooses the optimal
play to generate the highest expected value play. This thesis serves the purpose of both
investigation and a tutorial, as it seeks to find and explain the solutions to common
scenarios one may come across in a standard game of Hold’em. The intentions of this
paper are for it to be read by someone remotely familiar with the game of No Limit Texas
Hold’em. This would preferably be an intermediate level player or above, as some of the
terminology is advanced. This paper could be improved and expanded upon to include
more sample hands and direct solutions from ‘solver’ computer programs that give the
optimal solutions for millions of scenarios. Given the financial implications that come
with these programs, this wasn’t feasible for the purpose of this thesis, but it a worthy
investment for someone who considers themselves a for-profit player.
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A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO NO LIMIT TEXAS HOLD’EM

Texas Hold’Em is a card game that has grown in popularity over the last few

decades. The game features up to 9 players, with each player receiving two hole cards. A

board is then dealt consisting of three initial cards (the flop), an additional card (the turn)

and finally a last card (the river). A player must play their best five cards out of the total

seven cards attributed to them. The goal of the game is to beat your opponent by having a

better hand ranking than them, or to bluff them out of the pot by getting them to fold a

better hand than you. The purpose of this thesis paper is to serve as an informational

tutorial for players who know the game and want to take their game to the next level. In

this paper, we will delve into two of the most commonly used strategies in the game of

poker today: a game theory optimal style of play (GTO) and an exploitative style of play.

By the end of the paper, hopefully it will be clear that each of these styles plays their

respective role in being a profitable player, and as such it is essential to modify your

game every session depending on the opponent.

WHAT  IS GTO?

Game theory is an economic concept that has been studied thoroughly by

economists and has real-life applications that extend across multiple realms of life. Some



examples of this include the famous example of a prisoner’s dilemma, where two

prisoners must weigh the cost of snitching on the other, based on what your opponent is

going to do. In poker, game theory has a very similar role. The idea behind GTO (game

theory optimal) play is that any given situation that one comes across in poker can be

plugged into a computer program and a solution can be found as to what is the most

optimal play. The solutions are not black and white to the sense where the computer tells

you exactly what to do and exactly how much to bet or raise. Rather, the computer will

give you a few options with the specific percentage of times you should make a certain

action.

We will delve into specific examples later in this tutorial, but for clarity I will give

a basic example now. Suppose you arrive on the river with the nuts, also known as the

best possible hand that can be made. Let’s suppose that the fashion in which you made

the nuts is well disguised. Maybe you rivered a straight by hitting one of the two 9s you

needed that wouldn’t also put a flush on the board. In this sense, the solver will likely tell

you to polarize yourself, i.e. to make your hand look super strong or super weak (a bluff).

As such, in this scenario the solver might suggest a 125% (overbet) sizing on the river

70% of the time, a 65% value sizing 20% of the time, and a check with the intention of

check-raising your opponent 10% of the time. These are purely hypothetical examples,

but the point is there will never just be one clear cut option that is the most optimal. If the

solver always says to overbet the pot in these situations, you become exploitable to your



opponents because they will pick up on this tendency that you are always overbetting

when you have the nuts. As such, it is important to vary your bet sizing and play to keep

your opponents on their feet.

The important thing to note about GTO play is that it doesn’t take into account the

skill level of your opponent, which makes it very hard to implement solely on its own. If

you are playing against a very new player to poker who doesn’t understand some of the

more advanced concepts of the game, then there is no point in trying to pull off

high-technique bluffs because they just aren’t going to work in the short or long run. As

such, it makes sense to play more of an exploitative strategy against this opponent, where

you exploit certain tendencies or leaks that he/she has in their game rather than trying to

play ‘perfect’ by GTO standards. We will discuss the role that exploitation plays later in

this paper.

BET SIZING AND POT ODDS

An important component of playing a GTO (and profitable) style is understanding

the importance of bet sizing and pot odds. Because the form of Texas Hold’em we are

analyzing is No Limit, one can bet as much as is in their stack, which creates the

interesting concept of pot odds. Pot odds refer to the percentage of chips one must put

into the pot in relation to how much is in the pot. A basic example is as follows. The pot



is $10. Your opponent to your left bets $10 ( a full pot size bet). The pot is now $20. It is

$10 for you to call. If you call, the pot will total $30. As such, your pot odds are 10/30,

equating to a percentage of 33 %. While this is a very basic example, it demonstrates an

important concept that top professionals of the game follow. Under GTO theory, in this

example, one can only profitably make the call if they believe their equity is equal to or

exceeding that of their pot odds. Equity simply refers to the percentage of the time you

are going to have a better hand than your opponent. Suppose for example you have a

flush draw of some sort with one card to come on the river. We will assume that you put

your opponent on a higher pair or two pair of some sort, and as such you must hit the

flush to make the best hand. Assuming your remaining opponents haven’t folded any of

your outs, a basic calculation one can do to find equity in a hand is multiply the number

of outs remaining times 2. So, because there are 13 of the same suit in a deck, and you

have four of the suits accounted for, there are nine remaining cards that can give you the

flush. As such, you would have roughly 18% equity in the hand. So what exactly does

this mean? In order to profitably make a call on the turn and see a river card, you must be

getting pot odds of 18% or less to call. Let’s assume the pot is $10 as in the previous

example. Your opponent bets $5 on the turn. It is $5 for you to call and see the river card

to try to hit your flush. Are you getting the right odds to call? Technically, the answer is

no. If you call the $5 dollars, the total pot will be $20 and 5/20 = 25%. As such, your

equity in the hand is less than your pot odds and the call is not profitable in the long run.



As we will see in remaining sections, this doesn’t necessarily mean we shouldn’t make

this call as there are other factors that may make the call profitable. However, from a

strictly pot odds sense, the call is a losing call.

BLOCKERS

Playing a game theory optimal strategy relies on making moves outside of the

box. Part of this also requires you to be playing against opponents who are capable of

thinking at a high level. As such, the concept of blockers is typically only relevant when

playing in higher stakes games, often at the $5-$10 blind level and above, which are

blinds typically played by semi-professional and above players. A blocker is a card that

blocks certain value hands in poker. Blockers can be used in a variety of ways, whether it

be to bluff an opponent, make a hero call, decide not to bluff an opponent, or decide not

to make a hero call. A very basic and typical example of using a blocker is when it comes

to blocking the nut flush. Let’s take a look at a basic example. Suppose that your hand is

A♣, Q♦. The flop comes 3♣, 7♣, 9♣. You begin bluffing by making a pot sized bet and

your opponent calls. The turn is a relative blank card, the 2♦. You fire another big bet and

your opponent calls. The river is the 8♥, another irrelevant card. You now have a decision

to make. You missed your flush draw, meaning that your hand likely can’t win at

showdown because all you have is A high. However, you are in a position of power



because you block the nuts. What this means is that it is 100% impossible for your

opponent to have the best possible hand on this board, because there are no full houses,

four of a kind, straight or royal flushes available. As such, the best possible hand on this

board would be an A high flush, which is exactly the card that you have. You can now

bluff the river and make a large bet to try to get your opponent to fold whatever hand they

are hanging on with at this point, which may be a smaller flush, straight, set, or two pair

of some sort. As mentioned early, there are only certain instances in which this play can

truly work, and it is important to understand the scenario before you blast away your

entire stack in a failed bluff attempt. For starters, your opponent must be someone who is

a high-level thinking player who is capable of making a big fold versus you. Many

players at the lower stakes simply look at the strength of their hand and don’t seem to

care what hand their opponent could have or is representing. For example, if someone

had 3♦, 3♠ on this board (which would be a set or three of a kind) they may not fold to

any-sized bet because they know three of a kind is a good hand and is hard to make. But,

if they are a professional who understands betting tendencies, it is likely this bluff will

work. Looking at the way the action went down, you are portraying a very strong hand

considering the fact that you bet on all three streets and still fired a bet at the end despite

the fact that your opponent’s calls also signify strength on his behalf. This typically

indicates that you either have the nuts or you are making a bluff, and river bluffs are

typically more rare in live poker, so your opponent very likely could fold here. Another



important aspect to keep in mind before deciding whether to bluff or not is how much

money you have left behind in relation to the pot. Assuming your opponent is competent

and thinking the way you should be, your bet size could very well determine whether or

not they will call you down at the end. Let’s suppose in this hand that after you fired the

first two bets, the pot had $300 in it going to the river. You still have $500 left in your

stack. If you shove all in, the pot will be $800, and it will be $500 for them to call. As

such, they must call $500 to win $1300, which means they must have the best hand 38%

of the time in order to be profitable (using the tools learned in the previous section). The

way this hand has played out, it is very unlikely that even with three of a kind with 3s,

they are going to have the best hand that often, and as such they should and likely will

fold. But, let’s take the same scenario and assume that you only have $75 left in your

stack going to the river. If you go all in, the pot will be $375. It will only be $75 for them

to call to win a pot worth $450. As such, they only have to be right 1 in 6 times or

16.67% of the time to be profitable in the long run. Is there ever an instance in which you

are bluffing 1 out of 6 times or you are betting a worse hand than theirs for value 1 out of

6 times? Absolutely. As such, this bluff is very unlikely to work and you should give up

on the river and save your remaining money. While this was a very novice example and

introduction to the concept of blockers, it serves a good lesson. In the sample hands

portion of this tutorial, we will see other hands where blockers become relevant and other

situations we as players can expect to use them to our benefit.



RANGES

Ranges are another high level concept that have changed the game in poker

rapidly over the past decade. Ranges have always been a concept, but it was never really

defined. Daniel Negreanu, a famous Canadian poker player, explained it best. Let’s say

for example a player raised pre-flop first to act, the player next to him re-raised him, and

the player next to that guy put in another re-raise. According to Daniel, (back in the day

at least) this meant the player always had QQ, KK, or AA, and very occasionally AK.

This is known as the player’s range of hands that they could show up with when they put

in a 4-bet preflop. Nowadays, there are very specific defined ranges that people follow,

and this differs greatly from ranges followed back in the day as the style of play has

grown and expanded. For example, nowadays many players will choose A4 or A5 suited

as a hand to put into their 4-bet bluff range, as it plays well post-flop and has blockers to

strong hands, can make a lower straight, etc. Overall, it is important to have somewhat a

defined range for yourself, as well as perform due diligence on your opponents to

understand the manner in which they are playing. Let’s say for an example that one of the

opponents in your game makes a raise first to act to 3x the big blind. When he is first to

act, he should have a pretty strong raise because there are still 8 other people who have

yet to make an action and could easily re-raise him out of the pot. In this instance, this



particular opponent gets to showdown with another opponent and shows J♦8♦. Clearly,

this is a very marginal starting hand before the flop, especially from the under the gun

(UTG, first to act, etc) position. As such, you can make an assumption about your

opponent that he might be on the looser side and make more frequent bluffs or loose

plays. When constructing your own range in a standard 9-handed game, it is important to

take into account position, your opponents, and the game flow that you have seen up to

that point. The biggest factor though is always your position  (see chart 1A for notations

on positions in a standard 9-handed game). Let’s analyze a few situations to understand

how position plays a key role in constructing a raising range. For the sake of this tutorial,

we will only get into opening raises, as 3-bet, 4-bet, and flatting a raise ranges can get

quite complex and are past the scope of the knowledge level of someone reading this.

Let’s take a look first at a standard UTG raising range. Because you are first to act before

the flop, you should be relatively tight when choosing which hands to raise, as there are

still 8 other opponents whose action hasn’t been determined, and as such they could all be

much stronger than you. Everyone’s range is going to look a little different depending on

the type of player and style you like, but a typical UTG raising range should contain

around the top 10% or so of starting hands. For example this could include any pair

above 55, any A with another associated face card (K,Q,J), and any suited connected or

one gapper combination J 10 and above (i.e. K J suited, K Q suited, A Q suited, and so

forth). This isn’t a set range, but a good starting point to ensure that if you do raise and



face aggressive action from your opponents, you can profitably put more money into the

pot and see further cards. Let’s take a look at the opposite extreme now, which is if you

are on the button. Assume that the first six players fold to you. Clearly, these players

didn’t have very strong hands and didn’t want to put money into the pot. You now only

have two players to get through to win the dead money in the pot from the blinds. In

addition, you are in the best position because you will get the last action if a flop, turn or

river are seen, and as such will be able to decipher what to do based on the action and

perceived strength of your opponents in the hand still. With this in mind, it makes a lot of

sense to open up your range considerably and raise around the top 40-50 percent of hands

instead. This could include somewhat marginal hands such as Q7 suited, A4 off suit, 95

suited, etc. In general, any cards that have at least one high card, are the same suit, or

have some potential of making a decent straight can be raised on the button. One of two

things can happen that will turn out good for you. In some instances, one or both players

will call you, and then fold to more aggression from you on the flop, even if you don’t

have much of anything. Or, the best scenario would be both players folding before the

flop, and you get to take down the 1.5 big blinds that were already put into the pot

pre-flop. However, one should trend with caution about raising too wide of a range of

hands in later positions, as good players will catch on and exploit this by re-raising you

with a wider range and forcing you to fold and eat the money. There are tons of free sites

on the Internet, as well as books that one can purchase that give ranges that can be



followed in different formats of games. However, it is important to remember that GTO

ranges are not perfect. Once again, I will emphasize that one cannot be a robot at the

poker table and play perfect according to a predetermined strategy. It is important to

adjust to the style of your opponents, live reads, game flow, and so much more.

CHART 1A: NLHE Standard 9-handed Positional Chart

GTO vs Exploitative Play



So at this point, you are probably asking yourself… why not just perfect GTO?

There are several problems with that, the first of which is the number of possible

situations you can find yourself in. While there are programs such as PioSolver that will

give you the computer solution for how to play a certain hand at what frequency, there

are far too many possible scenarios to accurately study and remember. With that in mind,

it can be very helpful to use PioSolver to review tough hands that you play and use the

information/feedback given to you to play future hands in a similar manner. But, as we

have touched on throughout the paper, there is a much more efficient way to play poker- a

true mix of GTO and exploitative poker. We have talked extensively about what makes

up a GTO strategy, but we haven’t delved into exploitative poker. Playing an exploitative

strategy is exactly what it sounds like- exploiting tendencies of your opponents and

punishing them when they make these mistakes over and over again. Let’s take a look at

a very basic example of an exploitative strategy. You are sitting at the Bellagio $2/$5

table and recognize an older gentleman playing with you, probably about 75-80 years old.

In the past, he has played very straightforward against you. He will bet at the end when

he has a strong hand and fold on the river if he doesn’t have a hand; you have never seen

this particular opponent bluff on a river. Suppose you call a raise from this gentleman

with 10♣9♣. You flop top pair on a board of 10♥, 3♣, 2♠. He bets ½ pot and you call. The

turn is a 3♠, essentially changing nothing because you know he wouldn’t be raising

before the flop with a hand containing a 3. This time he bets ¾ pot and again you call, not



quite ready to give up your 2 pair holding. The river is a 7♥, another inacious card and

this time he fires a ⅕ pot bet. Going back to the discussion of pot odds from earlier, this

means you are getting an insanely good price of 6:1. You only have to be right about 14%

of the time, meaning this should always be a call as you have the top pair on the board.

Any solver such as PioSolver will have you calling this bet here nearly 100% of the time.

But, PioSolver doesn’t account for player type- it’s simply a computer solution. What do

we know about our opponent here? We know that he never bluffs, he is an old man (older

people are stereotypically more tight and straightforward when it comes to live poker),

and moreover his smallish bet seems like he is trying to sucker you in for that great price.

Using an exploitative strategy, you don’t see how your 10 with a weak kicker can be good

here, and you fold your cards face-up, showing your opponent your big lay-down. He

disgustedly turns over K♥K♣ for a better two pair, and your exploitative fold on the river

saves you a little bit of money in this “cooler” of a hand. Like any strategy, you have to

be careful to not over-exploit, because a decent opponent is good enough to start

switching things up on you in an attempt to throw you off their trail and confuse you. As

such, it is important to maintain a healthy balance between strong GTO strategy and

exploitative play, assuming you can pick up on that sort of play at the table.

Sample Hands



The time has come to completely analyze two sample hands from beginning to

end. As we progress through the hands, it is in the best interest of the reader to pause

throughout and try to think about what they would do in certain instances before I give a

recommended play based upon a combination of GTO and exploitative theory. By no

means is this to say that there is only one right answer to these solutions. The beautiful

thing about poker is that no matter how badly you play, your opponent could always

hypothetically play worse. As such, it is important to keep a neutral mindset and

approach these situations with an open mind.

Hand 1:

You are playing a 9 handed $5/$10 blind game at the Aria in Las Vegas. You have

$2500 and the opponent covers you. The game is filled with several competent regular

players, as well as some loose action-packed players. The hands starts with the action

folding to a player UTG +2 (third to act) who limps in for $10. The next to players call

the $10 as well, and it folds to you on the button with Q♥Q♠, a very strong hand. With all

the dead money out there, you decide to make a raise to $75. The original player in UTG

+2 calls, and the remaining players fold. You are now going heads up to the flop. You

have never played with this player before, but from what you have seen at the table so far

he has been playing pretty solid, slowly chipping up and not having shown down a ton of

losing hands to this point.



With around $185 in the pot, the flop comes 10♣, 9♣, 2♦. The opponent checks it

over to you, and we have the first true decision point of the hand. We most certainly want

to bet in this instance as we have an overpair to the board, there are a lot of draws out

there, and we most likely have the best hand at the moment. Because there are a lot of

drawing hands that we want to charge to see another card, we decide on a bet of $100, a

little over half of the pot. The opponent thinks about it for a little bit, and then proceeds

with a call. Before seeing a turn, what kind of hands could our opponent have? Because

he called a pretty sizable bet on the flop, it is very unlikely that he has completely

nothing. We don’t block either of the flush draws, as we have a heart and spade, and the

board has two clubs and a diamond. He also could have some form of a straight draw,

whether it be 78, 67, J8, QJ, KJ, etc, although we do double block QJ because we hold

two Qs. He also could have some sort of 10x or 9x holding, and very infrequently a

pocket pair worse than that. It is also possible he is slow playing some sort of two pair or

set combination, although he may raise those hands on the flop because there are a lot of

bad turn cards for those hands.

The turn comes out the 4♦. None of the aforementioned draws come in, although

a new draw is formed in terms of a backdoor flush draw. If the opponent happened to call

the flop with some sort of ♦♦ holding, he now has a flush draw. At this point you assume

you are likely still ahead, and with all of the draws out there, it is time to size up and

charge these types of hands. After the opponent checks again, you decide on a bet of



$315 into the pot of $385, around 80% of the pot. The opponent doesn’t take a whole lot

of time with it and puts in a raise to $900. Now, we have a predicament on our hands. We

have shown a lot of strength up to this point, raising preflop and betting both the flop and

turn. Our hand looks a lot like an overpair at minimum, maybe a set of 10s or 9s or a big

draw of some sort. Regardless, it is very unlikely we are betting with absolute nothing,

and the opponent knows that. In addition, the turn check-raise is very strong in live poker,

as the opponent only has one more card to come so his draws are not as valuable as they

were on the flop. Let’s take a look at some of the math to figure out our best course of

action. The pot is $1600 and it will be an additional $575 for you to call. As such, you are

getting about almost 3 to 1 odds on a call. Can we find a bluff 1 in 4 times here?

Absolutely. As we mentioned we don’t block either of the flush draws, and we don’t

block some of the straight draws. Keep in mind also that our opponent just called the $10

preflop and then called the additional $65 to see a flop, so it is unlikely he has a big pair

of some sort. How many combinations of bluffs can he have? Well if we assume that he

will call the flop with any open-ended straight draw and he would only call pre-flop with

suited cards, then that leaves us 10 combinations of straight draws, in the form of 78

suited (4 combinations), J8 suited (4 combinations) and QJ suited (2 combinations, since

we block 2 of his combinations). In addition, it is possible that he floated the flop with

some two diamond combinations with a gut-shot straight draw, such as 67 of diamonds,

KJ of diamonds, Q8 of diamonds, and so forth, and is now turning his hand into a bluff



with his added equity. Of course, he also has value hands in his range, such as two pairs,

sets, the occasional slow-played KK or AA, etc. Regardless though, we have to call and

see what develops on the river. We call the additional $575.

The river is the J♠. He thinks for a few seconds, and decides to put you all in for

your remaining $1425.  The pot is $2175 going to the river, so you need to be right about

40% of the time to make this call profitable. Do you make the call? This is a very tough

spot to be in, but it is a spot where we can actually find the fold button if we are at the top

of our game. Let’s see why. Although both of the flush draws brick off, the J should not

be a great card for our opponent to bluff. We could very easily have three Js now, the nut

straight in the form of KQ (which we obviously block), and a variety of two pair

combinations. In addition, we have to ask ourselves if this opponent is really going to

blast away all of his chips after we have shown such tremendous strength. We raised

preflop, bet the flop, bet the turn, and then called an almost $600 raise on the turn. It

would be near suicidal to try to bluff us now when it looks like we are going to call him

down, especially when the flush draws don't come on the river. Let’s analyze our

opponent’s bet here. This is a massive all-in bet, which makes the opponent somewhat

polarized, in the form that he should either have a really strong hand, or a complete bluff.

It is very unlikely our opponent is doing this with just a 10 or 9. In addition, his straight

draw hands that we talked about such as J8 and QJ have now made top pair, so there is no

need to bet at all. Those hands have showdown value and are happy to check and show



their hand in hopes that it is good; they certainly wouldn’t move all-in. As such, this is

much more likely an all-in jam for value, and we should find the fold here. Unfortunately,

we saw that the flush draws missed and got too attached to our overpair and made the

crying hero call. Our opponent turns over 2♣2♥ for a flopped set, and his three of a kind

beats your QQ. This hand demonstrates a valuable lesson in terms of blockers, pot odds,

and other key concepts we have talked about. From an exploitative standpoint, if you

know that your opponent is a maniac who bluffs way too much, maybe we can call here,

but that would have to be an extreme scenario and read; one that we didn’t have on or

opponent in this hand.

Hand 2:

You are playing a $1-$3 low-limit game at Commerce Casino in Los Angeles.

You have $450 in your stack, and the two relevant opponents in this hand both cover you.

The hand starts with 2 calls of the $3. You overcall in the HJ with 5♥6♥. Normally, we

want to be raising if we are entering a pot, but with all of the initial callers up front and a

marginal hand, we decided to just limp along. The cutoff raises to $20, and the small

blind, both of the initial callers, and you all call the additional $17, The pot is now around

$100 going to a flop.

The flop comes 7♣7♥8♥, giving you a massive 15-out raw (open-ended straight

and flush draw). Assuming no one has a full house or quad 7s, any 4,9, or heart is likely



to give you the best hand. The action checks to you, and you decide to check in flow to

the initial raiser, who puts out a continuation bet of $60. Unlike a heads-up scenario, this

play is significant of a very strong hand, as the opponent has to get through 4 people if he

wants to win the pot. In addition, he raised preflop, so he is unlikely to hold a 7 in his

range, whereas you or any of the other limp-callers can easily hold some sort of 7x suited

combination. The action folds to the player to the LJ next to you who calls the $60. You

are now in a very intriguing situation. You believe that the original preflop raiser in the

cutoff likely has an over-pair to the board. The next caller may have a 7, maybe some sort

of straight or flush draw (although you block both) or maybe some sort of other par.

Regardless, it is in your best interest to get this pot heads up or get them both to fold right

now. Let’s suppose that instead of 5♥6♥, we had A♥6♥. Because our draw is the nut

draw(we beat any other flush), it might make more sense just to call, and hope a ♥ comes

in and we can stack one of the opponents if they have hearts too. But, in this scenario, we

have a very vulnerable flush and straight draw. If a heart comes, someone can easily have

a higher flush than us, and if a 9 comes (giving us the straight), it is possible that

someone will make a full-house with 79 suited, a very plausible hand that could be in the

LJ limp-calling range. As such, the best play here is to raise to push our equity against

both opponents and hope for folds. If one of them calls us, we are probably close to a

coin flip, and with all of the dead money out there, it will be a plus EV play. The best

play here is to jam all in for our remaining $370 dollars on top, and put both players in a



tough spot. This play is going to accomplish multiple things that are good for you. There

are four scenarios which can result from this, all of which leave you in decent to good

shape.

Scenario 1: This is the most optimal scenario in which both players decide to fold

and you take down a massive pot without having to show down your hand.

Scenario 2:  Let’s analyze this from the cutoff’s perspective. He very likely has an

overpair, but you could very easily have a 7 here and have him drawing to only you outs.

In addition, he still has to worry about the other player left to act. He fears that at least

one of you has a 7 and decides he doesn’t want to call an additional $370 to win a pot

with only $280 in it, and he makes the fold. If the player left behind has a draw of some

sort, he will be getting terrible odds to hit his hand and be forced to fold as well. If he has

a 7, he is obviously going to snap call you bet. That’s okay though. Let’s assume the

opponent has 7♠10♠. Plugging this into a site such as cardplayer.com, we see that you

have a 40.30% chance to win the pot, he has a 59.39% chance of winning, and there is a

0.30% chance of a tie. This is not a bad scenario at all, considering how big the pot is and

the prospect that he could always fold a 7 too if he puts you on a 7 with a higher kicker.



Scenario 3: The cutoff decides that you are most likely on a draw because you

wouldn’t want to raise and scare everyone away with a strong hand like three of a kind.

He decides to go all in with his J♣J♦. The remaining player is in a miserable spot, and

fears he is beat in at least one spot. We could very easily have a full-house, strong three

of a kind, or a solid draw and the cutoff could have the same or an overpair. The LJ

decides to fold his 7 with a weak kicker, or his draw, and it is just you and the cutoff to

see all 5 cards. Plugging this scenario in to cardplayer.com, we once again see that you

are only barely behind, with a 47.88% chance of hitting your hand, and the opponent

having the remaining 52.12% equity. Considering all the dead money in the pot from the

limpers and other players, this is also a profitable play as your pot odds are better than

47.88%.

Scenario 4: The last scenario is the worst case, and one in which you are not

likely to make money, but could still win by a miracle. If both players call, you are in a

tough spot. Let’s say that the raiser has J♣J♦ like in Scenario 3, and the LJ has 7♠10♠ like

in Scenario 2. In this instance, your equity is 39.54%, giving us a little more than a 1 in 3



chance to win. If the raiser has  J♣J♦, but the LJ has a better draw, such as A♥Q♥, your

equity drops to 28.46%. Even in the super rare scenario where the raiser has the draw,

such as A♥Q♥, and the LJ has 7♠9♠, which counterfeits your flush and half of your

straight draw, you still have over 18% equity.

Hence, as we can see by all of these outcomes, being aggressive with a weak draw makes

sense in some scenarios, especially when our range is stronger than that of our opponent.



Python Code for GTO Trainer

The purpose of this python code is to practice different scenarios according to GTO No

limit Hold’em Theory. By no means are these perfect solutions, but they are derived from

solver-based training. This code was developed for Python 3 using Mu Editor.

### Blake LaClaire

### The purpose of this program is for training purposes only.

### For simplicity, we are going to assume that the hero (us) has KH, KS in all hands.

### We will use this trainer to analyze different scenarios and determine when we should

be betting our hand, checking,

### 3-betting, etc. There will be three scenarios we will look at that can be extrapolated

to a wider sample set

### and different hands.

### Note: Upper and lower case symbols are case sensitive and the tutorial will not

function if the other is used.

def main(hand_1, hand_2, hand_3):

hand=input("Enter a hand # (1-3):\n")

if hand == "1":

hand_1()



if hand == "2":

hand_2()

if hand == "3":

hand_3()

def hand_1():

print("You are on the button with KH, KS. Your opponent raised to 3 BB from the

HJ.")

question = input("Raise, call, or fold?:\n")

if question == "fold":

print("You should never be folding a hand this good versus a HJ open. Try

again.")

elif question == "call":

print("Because we are in position, we can occasionally call with this hand if we

have some sort of read on our opponent or want to keep the blinds in the hand. However,

a raise is preferred.")

elif question == "raise":

print("Correct! A raise is preferred here because his range should be wider

opening from the HJ and we have a premium hand.")

now = int(input("How much BB additional do you want to raise?:\n"))

if now < 6:



print("Try again, this sizing is too small")

if 6<= now <=9:

print("3x-4x is a good sizing to charge his drawing hands in position and ensure

we are getting value with our premium pair. Good job.")

if now > 9:

print("Going more than 4x his raise is too large, especially in position.Try again.")

print("Scenario 1 is over. Restart tutorial to try again.")

def hand_2():

print("You raised the HJ to 4 BB with KH, KS. Both the small blind and big blind

called. The flop came 8H, 9H, 10C. They both checked to you.")

question = input("Check or bet?:\n")

if question == "check":

print("This is a valid check considering the texture of the board. The small blind's

range is going to smash this flop and he should have a significant number of two pairs,

straights, and hands that have a lot of equity against you. The big blind could also have

some straights and two pairs, though his range should be a little tighter considering your

4x raise size and the small blind call. Checking to protect your range is smart here. If

either opponent check-raises, they can put a lot of pressure on you on future streets. In

addition, you have the King of clubs in your hand, so if a club rolls off on the turn, you



are not as worried about a flush and likely still have outs to hit a better flush if either

opponent has one.")

elif question == "bet":

print("A bet sometimes makes sense here, and a solver would recommend doing

this occasionally. If you do bet you should make a relatively small sized bet to reflect the

fact that this board is going to hit your opponent harder than you. Your opponents should

have the nut advantage here in that they will have QJ more than you do.")

size = int(input("How many BB do u want to bet?:\n"))

if size <=4:

print("Good job. A 1/3 or less sizing is preferred by the solver for the reasons

mentioned above.")

if size >4 :

print("This is not optimal. Going larger than 1/3 pot is going to get us in trouble

and bloat the pot if we get raised. A downbet is preferred here.")

print("Scenario 2 is over. Restart tutorial to try again.")

def hand_3():

print("UTG raised to 4 BB. UTG +1 re-raised to 12BB total. You are in the SB

with KH, KS. You started the hand with 100 BB.")

question = input("fold, call, or 4-bet?:\n")

if question == "fold":



print("This is a very tough scenario. The initial raise is coming from UTG, who is

supposed to have the tighteest range. To make things worse, the 3-bet is coming from the

player next to act, so he should be very strong as well. If you know both of these players

to be super tight, a fold is warranted. However, a solver will likely have you putting in

the 4-bet here with such a small starting stack and going with the hand if either player

jams on you.")

if question == "call":

print("There isn't a wrong answer here, but call is probably the worst option of the

three. Being out of position, we prefer to have the betting lead to take control of the hand.

In addition, calling allows the initial raiser to call wider because of the good pot odds,

and we would prefer to play this hand heads up.")

if question == "4-bet":

print("Although it is close, this is probably the best of the options. We have the

second best hand possible pre-flop, and if someone has AA, then so be it. But, we would

rather put in a decent sized 4-bet to set up an all-in on the flop or turn.")

size = input("All in? Yes or No:\n")

if size == "Yes":

print("This is too big of a sizing. If we make it the full 100 BB all in, we are

giving the opponents a terrible price to call and they may only call with AA and fold out

AK, QQ, and JJ, which we obviously want to call because we have them crushed.")



if size == "No":

print("Good job. Sizing to around 28-34 BB is perfect here. If either opponent

calls, we will be set up nicely to get all in on the flop with a less than full pot bet left.")

print("Scenario 3 is over. Restart tutorial to try again.")

main(hand_1, hand_2, hand_3)
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